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ABSTRACT 
This report provides the results of simulation studies performed in support of furthering the 
understanding of the clearance performance that could ultimately be expected using small 
robots to perform UXO pick up and carry away operations. Control parameters relating to 
navigation, global and local area search methods, obstacle avoidance, and detection have an 
effect on clearance performance. Vehicle speed, mobility, and multiple vehicle management 
philosophy can also make a difference, together with such issues as where to place the start 
point, and the location of collection points. 
In this report, both randomized searching with low levels of control using sensor based, 
reactive, subsumptive techniques, as well as directed searching with precise positioning 
using DGPS systems have been studied. Two fundamentally different obstacle avoidance 
schemes have been simulated and the effects of sensors with different probability of detect 
have been studied. 
This work has developed two modeling codes: the 'MODEL' uses "C" code and performs 
Nonlinear Dynamic Monte Carlo simulations using a relatively coarse degree of resolution 
(updates at 1 sec: approximate distance traveled 0.2 meters) so that many scenarios may be 
studied in a relatively short run time, while the second, the 'SIMULATION', is physics 
based graphics simulator and indicates, at a high resolution, (0.1 sec.) how behaviors 
develop during operations. The SIMULATION runs in near to real time so that an 
operation that would normally take 2 hours will in fact take that time and results are mostly 
valuable for their pictorial rather than their numerical value. Numerical results from the 
MODEL give not only mean clearance times but also histograms of each variable responses 
over a large number (to 1000) replications for each scenario. 
Lastly, four scenarios have been studied in support of ongoing evaluations of contractor 
developed vehicles: a randomly distributed field of UXOs, a typical minefield clearance, the 
EOD test site at Indian Head, MD., and a MRLS site with elliptically distributed UXOs in 
varying density layers. 
Finally the comparison of performances of vehicles with differing speed and obstacle 
avoidance /local area search techniques is made on the basis of clearance performance. 
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1.1 The Problem 
Over one hundred million unexploded mines including anti personnel munitions remain 
throughout the world continuing to cause lethal damage to human and animal life. 
Humanitarian demining is a world wide problem that has no easy solution in sight. In 
military scenarios, in stride battlefield clearance is becoming a serious issue for which no 
low cost system that is easy to deploy and use has yet been found. The issues, including 
both the submunition threat and well as the mine threat, have recently been discussed 
during two all service conferences held at the Naval Postgraduate School during the 
Symposium on Autonomous Vehicles in Mine Countermeasures in 1995 and 1996, [1, 2]. 
As pointed out in [2], the potential exists for low cost robotic platforms, that would be 
small, easily deployed, to become an essential tool for Marines and EOD personnel in both 
I combined submunition and mine threat scenarios. It now appears that these systems could 
become a reality within the next few years and, in support of this contention, the Office of 
Naval Research and the Marine Corps have funded work at NA VEODTECHDIV including 
the studies reported in this document that look at he performance to be expected from robot 
systems where force multiplication effect through multiple low cost robots is used to 
advantage. 
In this work, clearance scenarios have been defined and simulated both using a 
'MODEL' that captures the primary features of the problem at sufficient resolution to get 
tractable analytical numerical results, and also through a high resolution physics based 
graphics simulator tool called the 'SIMULATION'. The SIMULATION provides faithful 
visualization of robot behavior although simulation times are near to real time, and are 
therefore too long to be useful for numerical analysis purposes. The MODEL provides a 
MonteCarlo simulation of clearance times expected from the use of multiple robots in UXO 
and Minefield clearance including sensor eiTOr modeling, multiple robot vehicles, obstacles 
to be avoided automatically, and targets of various distributions, both known and 
unknown. 
1.2 Issues and Solution A1212roaches 
Many issues are involved in the problem solution. Solutions depend on 
• whether the locations of UXOs and mines are known or 
unknown a priori, and to what level of precision, 
• how critical it is that the entire area is swept, or that 
targets are detected (sensor issue), 
• how important is the time element, 
• the precision I cost of the sensor suite with which the 
vehicles are equipped, 
• vehicle mobility, and powering, and ability for 
communication with other robots as well as a central 
control. 
For example, if target locations are known to within reasonable degree of precision and 
the vehicles can self navigate to that position, with some known and bounded error, then 
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the solution admits a reduction in search area and operation time which can be reduced 
using a form of directed and exhaustive search. Alternatively, if target locations are 
unknown, then the entire area may need to be searched and cleared. Also, if many low cost 
robots are used without a precise navigational capability, then a pseudo randomized search 
over the area of interest may be effective (given time), and in these cases, increasing the 
numbers of robots may be advantageous. Particular system choices cannot be made 
properly until these issues are understood. Understanding these issues requires a judicious 
balance between the use of simulation models and field experimentation which this work is 
aimed at supporting. 
Solutions currently studied in this work are not yet complete, and have scratched the 
surface, but, have involved three candidate vehicles that have been developed concurrently. 
Each vehicle concept includes important key features expected to contribute to the next 
generation of robots. In the context of a minefield clearance operation, where target 
locations are assumed to be known to some reasonably accurate degree of precision, a fleet 
of small cheap robots would enter a minefield canying charges that would be placed against 
targeted mines. Upon command, the charges would detonate clearing the field, and 
allowing troops passage through a known clear lane. This process is known as BIP (Blow 
in Place). 
In a UXO submunition clearance operation, where the target location may or may not 
be known, a fleet of robots would search through the defined field at random picking up 
UXOs as sensed by on board detectors. They would then carry the UXO to a 'pile point', 
ready for detonation by the EOD unit. This is termed a PUCA operation. An alternative 
scenario would be, if appropriate targeting data becomes available, to self-navigate to an 
anticipated target location, perform a local area search for the UXO, and, when found, 
perform the PUCA operation. Alternatively, robots could be used for reconnaissance to 
report the location of targets of interest. 
1.3 Anticipated Payoffs 
The benefits of this class of system are that 
1. Human operators are kept away from the explosive items. 
2, Robots are cheap and can be lost without large penalty. 
3. Human decision making can be made remotely to gain he best of both human 
and machine functionality. 
4. Force multiplication through multiple vehicles. 
1.4 Overview of Random vs. Directed Search Characteristics 
Given a purely random search for unknown targets within an area A, using a perfect 
sensor of detection radius, r, traveling at speed U, we may assume that the probability of 
detection is proportional to the mean target density, ii(t)l A, times the area sweep rate [3]. 
With an imperfect sensor where the probability of detection, conditioned on target presence 
is p, and N robots in the field, we can deduce that the expected rate of target acquisition, 
q(t) is 
q(t) = U(2r )pN(ii(t)l A) 
Related to the above, n(t) is the average number of targets remaining unseen and 
undetected at time t, so that, 
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'r=t 
if(t)=- fcj(-r)d-r: if(O)=n0 
-r=O 
and it is assumed that the remaining are always uniformly distributed- a case unlikely to 
happen in reality. N is the number of vehicles concurrently involved in the search. 
Based on the above, the percentage of targets cleared at any time, t, during the 
operation is given by 
if(t)lno =[1-e-acl 
where the characteristic clearance rate is a, and, 
a= U(2r)pN I A. 
The analytical consideration is useful in that it shows the importance of the traverse 
speed, the detection radius and the proportional influence of the number of robots in the 
field as well as the importance of a high probability of detect, p. 
Random search using cheap robots has been proposed in [4]. In [5, 6], we show that 
the random search methodology together with a bounding signal (electronic fence) would 
be possibly preferred for low cost vehicles (without precise navigation) It was also shown 
that depending on the placement point used, the coverage by multiple robots may be 
skewed towards the placement point so that multiple placements are desirable. Homing to a 
pile point can be accomplished with a placed radio beacon 
In more realistic scenarios, the requirement of having to perform obstacle avoidance 
maneuvering while in transit adds time to the search. Results have shown that there is an 
added time consumed by obstacle avoidance (including both avoidance of vegetation and 
other natural and man made obstacles as well as other vehicles in the field) that reduces the 
effective speed, so that in general 
where y, is a reduction factor based on the number (density) of obstacles representing the 
time lost to obstacle avoidance and the number of vehicles in the search. The values of 
r(n0 ,N)are and can not be known, but could be estimated and assessed from simulation 
results. 
In a directed search with precise navigation capability, the area is swept a constant rate-
either in spiral directions, or in a lawnmower I other pattern. Providing that the target 
density is uniform, the mean clearance I detection rate is constant at 
q(t) = U(2r) pN(if(O)/ A) 
0 < if(t)lif(O) < 1 
until the field is covered. The problem is that some targets are left undetected so overall 
additional sweeps are needed, and results have to averaged over many replications of the 
same scenario. With time lost to obstacle avoidance, the expected time for 100% clearance 
is then, 
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T0 =Aiy(n0 ,N)U(2r)pN 
note that the time is inversely proportional to the number of robots, N, and p, the 
conditional probability of detection, given that the target is within range of the sensor. 
While this performance indicates that the faster vehicle clears in shorter time, and that 
increasing the number of working vehicles and the detection radius has a proportional 
benefit, increasing N also reduces y so that a limit exists to the benefits of increasing to 
number of vehicles. 
In [6], we show that while the exhaustive search is attractive to ensure that all targets 
are covered, the performance degrades as navigational precision is lost. With cheaper 
systems using magnetic compasses for direction information, a 7 degree error produces 
loss of area coverage to the point where a random search could have had cheaper and equal 
performance! 
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Normalized Characteristics of Exhaustive 
Directed Search vs. Random Searching with Same 
Characteristic Clearance Rate Versus Time 
It is intuitive however, the time savings of exhaustive search over only those areas of 
interest , could be beneficial provided high precision navigation is available using DGPS or 
equivalent. With the benefit of high precision navigation, it is now possible that not only 
could an exhaustive search be undertaken by a fleet of robots, but also, if an external means 
of providing targeting data (expected location of targets to be found and recovered), then, 
advantage may be taken of the knowledge of the telTain freeways to increase travel speed in 
certain paths, while slow speed search with obstacle avoidance in unknown sections will 
produce the knowledge necessary to map building. 
At this point, not all segments of area need to be searched, and only those local areas 
where targets are located need to be searched. In this case, the expected clearance time is 
5 
in which, loa ( 0) is the average time spent in obstacle avoidance for no obstacles, l ( p) is the 
average time spent in locally searching targets with sensor of detection probability, p and 
il is the average distance traveled in pickup and retum of all targets ([7]). 
Simulation codes developed for these studies allow the user to vary 
Number Of Vehicles 
Detection Radius (and Sector) of Target I Obstacle Avoidance Sensors 
Navigational Precision 
Obstacle Avoidance Method 
Vehicle Speed For Search And Transit Separately 
Detection Probability Once Target Lies Within Range 
Size of Field 
Number And Placement Of Targets And Obstacles 
Results include 
Average and Histograms for Clearance Times 
Times Spent on Obstacle A voidance 
Times Spent in Searching 
Times Spent in Transit 
Number of Targets Left 
Number of Bugs Killed 
Results of simulations in specific cases and with the specific vehicle models studied are 
given in the body of this report. 
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2. VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS 
2.1 Introduction 
Three contractor vehicle concepts have been studied. Foster Miller and ISR have 
proposed to use tracked vehicles for their traction and mobility in rough terrain, while the 
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory has proposed to use a steered articulated vehicle that has 
robust mobility characteristics that were developed previously with NASA moon rover 
requirements in mind. Navy bug has been designed with four wheels for traction with 
differential wheel speed as the steering mechanism. Each vehicle uses a different sensor 
set, navigation method 
2.2 Foster Miller General Approach and Vehicle Characteristics 
The Foster Miller vehicles quite similar to the Lemming vehicle, battery powered, with 
twin tracks, and is designed to be symmetrical so that it can flip over. An array of antennae 
relocated on top to receive homing direction from the LOJAC beacon homing system. 
Beacons are placed at the target locations and the vehicles home to any one of he targets as 
selected. Beacon strength may cover a mile or so, and for close up work, they become 
sensitive. A final approach homing is accomplished using light emitting diodes. The 
direction is corrected every five- six seconds while the vehicle travels at about 0.75 rn!sec. 
Obstacle avoidance is detected by cun·ent rise in the drive motors at which point a back I 
tum I travel I redirect process is executed. Pick up is accomplished by a small magnet. The 
control strategy is designed for unstructured environments and maximizes the mobility of 
the vehicle emphasizing low cost. The vehicle does not pe1form local area search because 
the beacon homing process negates the need for it. However, for all estimates of 
performance with this system, it must be realized that there is an overhead involved in 
placing the beacons in the first place. 
2.3 ISR I ISX Approach General and Vehicle Characteristics 
IS Robotics vehicle is a variant of the Pebbles vehicle and uses twin tracks for 
locomotion and is battery powered. Navigation can be precise using a Premier DGPS 
system. The vehicle is supervised through an operator console (OCU) in the form of a 
laptop computer. The vehicle can be operated through a series of "GO TO" commands 
through way point guidance and navigation using compass dead reckoning odometry or 
with DGPS corrections. The vehicle is equipped with IR sensors I bumpers I and attitude 
sensors for obstacle avoidance behaviors, and supports spiral local search behaviors when 
within the defmed local area. Target detection is by 
2.4 Draper Laboratories General Approach and Vehicle Characteristics 
Draper Laboratories developed a variant of their MIT-y series of 6-wheeled drive 
flexible frame micro-rovers. The control strategy is a traditional one. It has three levels. 
The top level controller deals with mission goals, the middle level deals with sub goals 
derived from mission goals and the low-level deals with vehicle commands. Most of the 
control structure resides on the OCU. The planning done by the controller runs simulations 
until an optimal solution is found, or allotted time expires. The planning occurs on several 
layers and makes the control solution complex. Operationally the vehicles major advantage 
lies in high speed during transit runs. The vehicle will run at high speed (meter per second) 
along defined 'highways' without using obstacle avoidance sensors since it doesn't have to 
rely of sensory input for this phase. The definition of these highways is the key to the 
operation. Off the highway, speeds are slowed to 20 em. per sec while searching and the 
7 
Draper, Foster Miller 
ISR Vehicles as Modeled in the Simulation 
Draper Vehicle Foster Miller 
ISRPebbles 
Navy Bug 
searching maneuvers are a combination of forward I backward moves with articulated 
wheel turns. 
2.5 Nayy EOD BUG 
The Navy team developed a battery powered, wheeled vehicle with a layered 
subsumption control architecture approach. The subsumptive control modules are in the 
sensor controller and generate behaviors in response to real time sensory inputs, and a 
motion controller that controls the motors on the vehicle. All this resides at the lowest 
8 
control level. The highest control level maintains mission goal sand receives and sends data 
externally. Data such as DGPS positions are sent externally. Targets are located with a 
boom mounted inductive sensor with a 1" diameter detection range. The vehicle transit 
speed was about 60 centimeters/sec. and slowed down for searching. The search method 
was based on a randomized heading change every meter of travel and it has obstacle 
avoidance capability two forward looking infra red beams (one right and one left). Its 
obstacle avoidance method favored a right turning move if faced dead center with an 
obstacle. For a left sid obstacle, the big backs up, turns 90 degrees right, moves, turns left 
90 degrees and then moves forward again. Step transitions are based on time (one second) 
for each step. 
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3. ROBOT CONTROL 
3.1 Vehicle Models 
The Foster Miller, and the ISR vehicles are both tracked vehicles as far as their 
locomotion and maneuverability is concerned. The Draper vehicle is different in that 
steering is performed by turning the front and rear wheels using an ackerman steering 
system as in automobiles - except that the vehicle has three axles for traction over rough 
terrain. 
Vehicle Directional Control 
Tracked vehicle directionalcontrol is accomplished by differential rotation between 






u = d ffi/2 
with slip: 
u = d(l-cr)ro/2 
0< ad: slip factor 
Forward Speed ,u and Rotational Rate, r are Related to the 
Average and the Differential Track Speeds 
Figure I- I 
The dynamic control of speed and heading in the simulation is continuous and is performed 
by sending command signals to the vehicle drive motors. A continuous control used in the 
simulations uses inverse kinematics and a control law that commands a heading rate 
proportional to the heading error. Thus the guidance for position and control for heading 
becomes 
rcom = K(1Jicom(t)-1jl(t)) 
{
umax in transit } 
Ucom = . 
Usearch lD search 
1 X -X(t) 
11r (t) =tan- k + Jtf
0
a(t) ; 
'f'com Yk-Y(t) 'f'· 
where (Xk, Yk) is the coordinate of the next target 
While the right I left motor speeds are derived from 
Wl(t) = 2ucom I d +Dr com I d; 
Wr(t) = 2ucom I d +Dr com I d; 
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in which lfloa is the added heading command for randomization or that arising from the 
obstacle avoidance behavior when active. 
The path of the vehicle is the forward solution of the model. [8], given by 
u(kdt) = 0.5 * (m1(kdt) + mr(lcdt))d 
r(kdt) = (m1(kdt)- mr(kdt))d I D 
ljl((k + l)dt) = ljl(kdt) + r(kdt) * dt 
X((k + l)dt) = X(kdt) + u(kdt) cos( lJI(kdt)) 
Y((k + l)dt) = Y(kdt) + u(kdt) sin( ljl(kdt)) 
d is the half diameter of the wheels, and D is the track separation distance. 
·Precision of the Control of Heading and Position 
As with any control, the precision obtained is only as good as the precision of the 
sensor. In the model and simulation, relatively precise I poor heading control is modeled by 
an additive random bias to the compass output as its is used in the control command 
computation. Similarly, in the simulation of way point navigation, errors in the positioning 
system outputs (X and Y) are corrupted by additive random bias where the spectral 
characteristics of known DGPS errors are used as modified by considerations of control 
update rate. 
Track Slippage 
Track slippage is modeled in simulation by introducing a fractional slip, cr, between the 
wheel rotational speed commanded and t)le actual speed produced at the wheel ground 
interface, [8]. In [8], the effects of track slippage are studied and seen to increase the 
effective navigational errors in acquiring a known location, although with an effective line 
of sight guidance law, and a 14 em. DGPS positioning system, the bugs are able to home 
to the target and transition into the next phase of the mission without difficulty. The effects 
of relatively large slippage have been studied and presented in that report. 
Steered Vehicles 
In the case of vehicles like the draper vehicle, the kinematics of the steering motion 
arise differently and are modeled by a tum rate that is proportional to the forward speed and 
the wheel steering angle, as shown in Figure I- 2. 
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Draper Vehicle Steering Geometry 
r=U/R;R=L/2/tan ~ 
~ = steering angle 
R = radius of curvature, meters 
U = forward speed, rnlsec. 
r = turn rate rad/sec. 
Figure I- 2. Draper Vehicle Steering System and Model 
3.2 Robot Control (Qeneric Vehicle) 
Some bugs vehicle system concepts use "supervised autonomy". This means that it is 
not likely to be feasible .that bugs could be left unsupervised for long without getting 
trapped, locked against terrain based obstacles, or that they may simply not find the 
requisite UX:Os and I or mines. Suitable times would be established beyond which a BUG 
would likely need to call for "help" from a remote operator. This requires a communication 
capability between vehicles and operator. This is indeed the philosophy of ISR and Draper. 
For the Foster Miller vehicles, the concept of supervised autonomy is not necessary since 
the targets are already marked, and their platform is very robust to terrain problems, and, 
the use of supervised autonomy is not a low cost concept. 
No matter what scheme is used the fundamental operational elements, can be described 
by the generic robot discrete state control system given in Figure I- 3 below which includes 
the operational phases of transit, search, pick up and carry away, drop and return. In the 
minefield scenarios, the equivalent discrete state controller would include, navigate to 
target, search, place charge, return, and do obstacle avoidance if necessary. 
The state diagram below is a generic state machine embodied in the model I simulation 
except where obstacle avoidance is behavior based (ISR, Navy BUG and Draper). The use 
of behavior based and subsumption pdncipals (Brooks) allows the elimination of obstacle 
avoidance as a mission state since the obstacle avoidance behavior is continually operating 
and provides added commands to the motor according to the prioritization of behaviors 
running 
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BUGS Canonical State Diagram 
USTofSTATES 
Sl=Read_Next_:rarget.J.ocation 











TS=Obstacle_Clear && In_ Waypoint_TI311Sit 
T6=Target_ldentified 
TI=Pick )l!l_Done 




Figure 1- 3 Generic Operational State Machine for A Single Robot 
As Used for the Model Simulations 
3.3 Behavior Bac;ed I State Based Obstacle Avoidance 
There are two different approaches to obstacle avoidance in use in the model . Firstly, a 
'state based' obstacle avoidance method is to stop backup, turn, go forward, turn back, and 
continue. This approach is used by Foster Miller and is indicated in Figure 1- 4. 
Alternatively, a 'behavior based' avoidance method weights the steering commands 
determined by 'obstacle avoidance behavior' with commands generated for 'homing 'or 
'transit to target' through a prioritizer which can change I arbitrate between behaviors 
according to the relative importance of each behavior. 
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State Based Obstacle 







State Based Obstacle Avoidance (ie Stop, Back, Tum, Go FoiWard) 
prioritizing siganal 
I ... 
heading conunand for searcli 
.... 
heading conunand for hominl 
.... 
heading command for avoidance 
• 
speed command for transit • 






heading rate conunand 
. ..: 
... 
Figure I- 4 State Versus Behavior Based Arbitration of Commands 
Comparatively, the state based scheme is slower and prone to trapping more frequently 
while the behavior based control is smoother in operation and will yield faster and more 
reliable obstacle avoidance. Either method can be encoded and has been used according to 
which scheme the particular vehicle control concept is used. For instance, the State Based 
Behavior is used by Foster Miller, while the other vehicles mostly use the Behavior Based 
Control with the State Based method held as a back up if physical contact is made with an 
obstacle. 
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4. NAVIGATION ISSUES 
4.1 Introduction 
Key to the ability of a BUGS robot to acquire a particular target is the ability to go to a 
point specified in GPS coordinates and to be able to re acquire that position with 
repeatability. Also control of position for the local area searching necessary to the final 
target acquisition must be more precise than the detection sensor range. With the exception 
of the placed beacon (like Foster Miller), navigation has been assumed to be performed to 
within 14 em. standard deviation of horizontal error using a differential DGPS system - as 
proposed by Premier. The Draper Laboratories vehicle is equipped with the laser 
triangulation CONAC system which has been assumed to provide the same level of 
precision as the Premier system assuming of course that it can be made to function as 
designed. · 
4.2 Navigational Errors with GPS 
Without the differential corrections, regular GPS with military code corrections should 
have accuracy to within a one meter standard deviation of horizontal error. 
4.3 The Premier DGPS System 
Accuracy to within a few em. (2 em.) is possible with this system while stationary. 
However, under mobile conditions about 14 em. precision should be possible. 
4.4 Laser Positioning System 
Should be accurate to within a few mm provided the synchronization of master and 
slave motors can be achieved. 
4.5 LOJAC Beacon System 
Probable angular precision is 10 degrees (plus or minus) from the nominal heading. 
The system determines heading to the beacon to within 10 degrees which then becomes the 
next heading direction for the Foster Miller Bug to seek. Heading control is accomplished 
by differential speed on the tracks set for a determined time to provide approximately the 
correct rotational angle. 
4.6 Modeling of Navigation Errors 
Navigation errors are simulated in the model as additive random noise with a gaussian 
density distribution and a standard deviation given by the appropriate amount for the 
navigation system being modeled. In the model, at every new time step, the actual position 
of the robot is recorded, but the data value used by the robot controller includes the additive 
noise value. Thus steering commands include the corrupted data making simulation 
realistic. 
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5. OBSTACLE A VOIDANCE ISSUES 
5.1 Generic 0 I A Schemes 
While there are several possible obstacle avoidance schemes possible, the one used 
depends to some degree on the availability of sensors that provide information about the 
obstacle in question. In principle, sensors used include: 





When bumpers or torque increase sensors are used, little information about the obstacle 
is available except for its presence in front of the vehicle. The basic avoidance scheme is to 
back up, turn (100 degrees), go forward a prescribed distance (1m. for instance), tum into 
target direction and test again for contact. Eventually this scheme will direct the vehicle 
sufficiently far away from the obstacle to allow progress. 
The scheme is simple but cannot escape being trapped in cases such as the blind alley 
obstacle of the EOD test site scenario. Additional disadvantages are that this scheme is slow 
to return the vehicle to its path of progress. 
More complex schemes provide better results if some element of directionality can be 
provided. Such information is given by the use of sonar belts, or sets of tactile I IR sensors 
that provide information as to which sector (in front of the vehicle) the particular object is 
located. 
Figure I- 5 shows a generic scheme that has a 90 degree sector in front of the vehicle but 
divided into right and left hand subsectors that would be able to distinguish which side of 
the vehicle the obstruction exists. This has been found to be much more reliable and 
resistant to trapping around complex obstacles and, with more sectors has been found to be 
a reliable analog to the behavior based obstacle avoidance of the Draper and ISR vehicles. 
This method is used in the MODEL although a finer resolution version - more closely 
representing the arbitration in Figure I- 4, is used in the graphics based SIMULATION. 
Left Sector Right Sector 
Figure I- 5 Generic Obstacle Sensor with Directionality 
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The capability of sectoring the detection of obstacles allows smoother avoidance. The 
following obstacle avoidance pseudo algorithm has been programmed in the MODEL. 
While obstacle Detect radius< Rd 
Rotate left if detect lies in right sector and vice versa; end; 
Move Forward one increment step 
If BUG turned Left and Moved by One full step (lm.) tum right; 
If BUG moved 1 step but not turned left, head to goal point; 
Continue Searching or Dropping if BUG is within Goal Neighborhood; 
Note this behavior does not include backing up, is active at all times, and provides a 
boundary following characteristic in a clockwise fashion around an obstacle while 
overcoming the trapping problem of the simpler scheme. 
5. 2 . Specific Aspects 
FM uses torque only 
ISR/ISX uses IR plus bumper plus inclinometer Complex set of interacting 
behaviors includesescape response by backing up when obstacle is detected. 
Goes forward if rear IR detects object. . 
Draper uses sonar belt, bumper and wheel torque 
Navy Vehicle uses sonar belt, bumper and wheel torque, and IR 
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6 • TARGET DETECTION ISSUES 
6.1 Radii of Detect 
As far as the simulation studies have been developed, the assumed detection radius of 
the primary detection sensor is 10 em. The assumed probability of detect is 100% unless 
otherwise noted (as for instance , in studies of the effects of varying probability of detect). 
The probability of detect has been assumed to be uniformly distributed in a circle of the 
defined radius from the center of the vehicle, Although more detailed studies could be 
conducted with other distributions if experimental data were available to support other 
models. 
7. CLEARANCE WITH RANDOM SEARCH 
7.1 Rapid Model for High Speed Scenario Simulation 
Now let us consider how to perform numerical simulation of BUGS attempting PUCA 
(Pick Up and Carry Away) operations using random search. In this procedure, called "The 
Model", the area to be searched is assumed to be rectangular and the BUGS vehicles know 
the orientation of the rectangle with respect to compass headings and also have the ability to 
determine which side is being approached. This can be accomplished with four electronic 
fences emitting at different frequencies. The BUGS are places within a fence with equally 
interval and being a heading bias, 'fllbias• is set which is perpendicular to the nearest side 
and points into the search area. The controller randomizes the search by selecting a steering 
law expressed as 
'fllcommand = 'f/1 bias + 'f/1 random 
where 'fllrandom is unifonnly distributed on the interval [- 1C, 7!]. 
. . 2 2 
If any target lies within the detection radius of any vehicle, that target is assumed to be 
acquired by that vehicle. Following that search, the vehicle is assumed to change it's 
heading control basis to a homing basis, the drop-off area. The vehicle then navigates to the 
drop-off area, avoiding both obstacles and targets which is not yet acquired while enroute 
to the disposal place. When the vehicle enters the drop-off area, it drops off it's target, and 
re-enter the field to continue searching. During searching target, a new heading is chosen 
periodically (approximately every five meters in our simulation). Any time the BUGS 
vehicle meet any of the fences its bias heading is changed to reflect the BUGS back into the 
search area. 
When any vehicle comes within the detection range of any other vehicle, both vehicles 
make an approximately 100 degree tum to starboard. They continue to run along that 
heading. While searching, their heading are reestablished by a 5 meter. And while homing, 
vehicles heading is changed to disposal place at every 2 meter. The corresponding basic 
procedure is given as Algorithm 1. 
Basic Algorithm 
Assume that the targets and obstacles are sorted in non-decreasing order 
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For i=1 Until No. of step Do 
For each vehicle: 
1. Search Target 
2. If (Vehicle detected) 
If (Vehicle carrying target) Then 
Change heading ( 100 degrees to the right) 
Else 
Pick up the Target and 
Change heading to disposal place. 
3. Search Obstacle 
4. If (Obstacle detected) 
Change heading ( 100 degrees to the right) 
5. Move one Step. 
6. If (Boundary encountered) Then 
Reflect from the boundary in a perpendicular direction 
to that boundary. 
7. If ( Vehicle carrying a target to home) Then 
Change heading to home for every 2 m. 
8. If (! Carrying a Target) 
· Change heading to a random direction. 
9. If (In the Drop-off area) 
Drop off the target and head to search a target 
End For 
10. If (Vehicles encountered) Then 
Change heading ( 100 degrees to the right ) 
End For 
Algorithm 1: Basic Algorithm 
At every step, each vehicle checks whether either target or obstacle is within detection 
range. In Jenkins Matlab code [6], distances from the current position of vehicle to targets 
and obstacles was computed at every movement. It requires nm square root and 2nm 
squares for n targets and m obstacles at every step. In this simulation, rapid it can be done 
using O(log(n) + log(m)) comparisons and few computing distances by using the binary 
search algorithm. This variation appears as Algorithm 2. 
Search Algorithm 
Let X; be a list of x-coordinates of targets which are sorted in a non-decreasing order. 
Consider the problem which finds an xi so that [x - 1.0, X + 1.0] where X is the x-
coordinate of the current vehicle position. In case X; is present, we are to determine an 
index j such that x - 1. 0 ::::;; X; ::;; x + 1. 0. If X; is not present then j is to be set to -1. 
To solve this search problem, we first break up this instance I = (X1, X2 , X3 , ... ,Xn) into 
two sub-instances. Then we obtain two sub-instances: 11 = (XI, X2 , ••• ,Xk) and 
12 = (xk+l• xk+2•···•xn) where k = n/2. If X- 1.0 ::;; xk ::::;; X+ 1.0 then j = k 
and / 2 need not be solved. If Xk < x - 1.0 then II remains to be solved. If 
Xk < x - 1.0 then 12 remains to be solved. After a comparison with Xk, the instance 
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remaining to be solved can be solved by breaking up again. Algorithm 2 describes the 
search method. Procedure SEARCH has three inputs A. n. and x. and one output j. 
Procedure SEARCH(X,n,x,j) 
I* Given an array X( 0 : n - 1) of elements in non-decreasing order *I 
INTEGER first, last , mid, j, n; 
first= 0; 
last= n- 1; 
j =-1; 
WHILE first<= last DO 
mid = (first + last)/2 
IF X(mid) >= (x - 1.0) THEN 
IF X(mid) <= (x + 1.0) THEN j = mid; 
ELSE last= mid - 1 
ELSE IFX(mid) <= (x + 1) THEN 
first = mid + 1 
REPEAT 
IF G != -1) THEN 
WHILE j >= 0 and X G) >= (x - 1.0) DO 
j = j- 1; 
REPEAT 
Table Algorithm 2: Search Procedure 
This algorithm determines the first element j such that X - 1.0 ~ xi ~ X + 1.0. 
From j, we can easily get a minimum distance object with few comparisons and 
computing distance from the current vehicle position to either targets or obstacles. 
Algorithm 3 describes this method in detail. 
Procedure GETOBJECT(X,Y,n,x,y,j) 
I* Given an array X( 0 : n - 1) of x-coordinate elements in non-
decreasing order, *I 
I* an array Y(O: n - 1) of y-coordinates of instance *I 
INTEGER i, j, n; 
REAL mindist = 1.0; 
CALL SEARCH(X,n,x,j); 
i =j; 
j = -1; 
WHILE (x - 1.0) <= X(i) <= (x + 1.0) and i < n DO 
IF = (y- 1.0) <= Y(i) <= (y + 1.0) THEN 
Compute distance 
IF distance <= mindist THEN 
mindist = distance; 
J =I; 
i = i + 1; 
REPEAT 
Algorithm 3: Get Object Procedure 
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GETOBJECT algorithm returns the index j of the list which has the minimum distance 
from the current position of a vehicle and either targets or obstacles. 
7.2 Target Acquisition and State I Behavior Based Obstacle Avoidance 
If any target lies within the detection radius of any vehicle, that UXO is assumed to be 
acquired by that particular vehicle. Following that action, the vehicle is assumed to change 
its heading control basis to a homing disposal place. Then the vehicle navigates to the drop-
off place, avoiding both obstacles and targets which are not yet acquired while enroute to 
the disposal area. 
Built into the vehicle control function is the assumption of an obstacle detection sensor 
that would trigger an avoidance maneuver. Detection capability for another vehicle, 
obstacles such as rocks or vegetation, has been assumed. When a vehicle encounters an 
obstacle within its 0/ A detection radius ( 1.0 m) while searching, it increments the heading 
command to the right by 100 degrees. The vehicle continues to run in the turned direction 
for the remainder of a counter that runs and resets direction continuously. After the counter 
runs out, the vehicle picks another random heading in the previous predominant direction. 
The duration of the counter is 5 m during the searching mode, and 2 m during a homing 
mode. In other words, while searching, the maximum distance a vehicle could travel for 
obstacle avoidance is 5 m while in the searching mode, and 2 m in the homing mode. This 
is done to try to allow for a reasonable obstacle avoidance distance, and yet minimize the 
average amount of the time the vehicles spend pointed away from the disposal site while 
trying to homing. Additionally during homing, if the vehicle encounters another target that 
has not yet been acquired, it treats it as an obstacle, and avoids it according to the same 
rules above. 
A typical BUGS trajectory is shown by Figure I- 6 with one disposal site in center. 10 
BUGS using state based obstacle avoidance are shown where the time is such that the field 
is only partially cleared. Figure I- 7 shows a magnified area from Figure I- 6 where the 
BUGS vehicle moves back and forth to try to avoid a. obstacle taking lots of steps. The · 
obstacle being avoided is one of the remaining UXOs and the vehicle at this stage is already 
carrying a munition as it is proceeding from a pick up and is returning to the disposal place. 
The vehicle runs to a central disposal site carrying a UXO. It encounters an obstacle 
enroute to the disposal area within its 1.0 m detection range (assumed at this point to be a 
circular sensor without directionality). It makes a turn to right 100 degrees. The vehicle 
runs one step 0.2 m and search an obstacle. The vehicle detects the same target and turn 
again 100 degrees. It runs 2 m and reset the direction to disposal area. It runs 2 m again 
and encounters the same target again. Thus the vehicle maneuvers back and forth to avoid 
the obstacle while carrying a UXO towards the disposal area in an inefficient manner. 
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MAIAffi 
Figure I- 6. Bugs path with variation of obstacle avoidance. 
o- UXO Locations; x- Vegetation I Bushes I Obstacles 
This vehicle's back and forth problem is solved by restricting the obstacle sweeping 
sensor's angle. The obstacle sensor's sweeping angle is now reduced to ± 45 degrees from 
the vehicle's primary heading direction. Figure I- 8 shows how this variation of the 
obstacle avoidance is more effective. This method is called behavior based obstacle 
avoidance since the vehicle does not change state but receives an added command that the 
arbiter appends to the heading command so that smooth movement of the vehicle results. If 
the vehicle encounters an obstacle enroute to homing within detection range, it turns right 
100 degrees. The obstacle is now outside of the detection range. So the vehicle runs 
approximately 2 m toward new heading direction and then resets the heading direction to 
the disposal place. Figure I- 8 shows that this variation of the obstacle avoidance algorithm 
is much better than the previous algorithm. 
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Figure I-7. Magnified BUGS Path from Figure I- 6 Showing State Based Obstacle 
Avoidance. 
o - UXO Locations 
x - Vegetation I Bushes I Obstacles 
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Figure I- 8. BUGS path with behavior based obstacle avoidance. 
1 BUG, p=0.8, Disposal Place is (30,30) 
o- UXO Locations; x- Vegetation I Bushes I Obstacles 
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7.3 UXO Clearance Examples 
The search area is defined as a 60 m x 60 m area, with a target (UXO) density of 0.02 
(72 targets per 3600 m2). This value was used as representative of typical ordnance range 
UXO density, from discussion with NAVEODTECHDIV. Targets are distributed 
uniformly over the given search area. Targets are not placed in an area in the center of the 
search area, reserved for the drop-off area. Vehicle velocity is assumed to be 0.2 m 1 sec 
(20 em I sec). The obstacle density is assumed to be 0.02 (72 obstacles per 3600 m2 ). The 
Target detection radius is assumed in these examples to be 1.0 m, meaning that any target 
is encountered within this radius is assumed to be detected. 
7.4 The Effect of an Increased Number of BUGS 
It seems reasonable to examine whether there is an upper limit of number of BUGS, 
where there might be a degradation caused by continuous a avoidance, and possibly 
trapping of the BUGS. Figure I- 9 shows the results of simulations from 10 BUGS to 100 
BUGS with a perfect sensor. The average of the 80 individual simulation runs are plotted 
in Figure I- 9 for various sets of BUGS. The center line represents the average clearance 
rate for 10 BUGS and dotted line for 90 BUGS, and the outermost line represents the 
clearance rate using 100 BUGS. all of the runs were completed in 1 hour of simulation 
time. It shows that the clearance form 80 BUGS to 100 BUGS are very similar. Thus, we 
can conclude that the same number of the BUGS as the number of targets are reasonable 
for the given 3600 m2 area. 
7.4 The Effects of an Imperfect Sensor 
To examine the effect of an imperfect sensor, it Wa$ assumed that, conditionally upon 
detection, a one time comparison with a random number [0,1], would be made prior to 
declaration that the target was detected or not The test is applied if, for all conditions being 
met, the target lies within the detection radius 1 m of any vehicle. Because the probability· 
of a target detection at least once in two trials of target detection with sensor probability 0.8 
becomes 0.96, and the probability of a target detection at least once in three trials of target 
detection with sensor probability 0.8· is 0.992, only the single test is meaningful. 
If any UXO lies within the detection radius of any vehicle, and satisfies the target 
sensor probability test, then that target is assumed to be acquired by that particular vehicle. 
Following such an action, the vehicle is made to change its heading control basis to a pile 
point homing basis. 
If any UXO lies within the detection radius of any vehicle and fails the target sensor 
probability test, then that target is assumed not to be acquired by that particular vehicle. In 
this case, the vehicle continues to run in the previous heading direction. At that point, if the 
BUGS vehicle passes in an area which is within 0.1 m from the UXO, then we apply the 
UXO explosion probability test. Here we assumed that the probability of detonation 
conditioned on a false detection would be 0.2. If the test satisfies the 0.2 condition, then 
we assumed the particular vehicle is dead, and that BUGS vehicle does not take any further 
action. 
Figure I- 10 shows how the clearance performance using BUGS with imperfect target 
sensors is effected by detection probability less than unity. In Figure I- 10, a typical path 
plot, the circles represent the targets and the crosses represents the obstacles. 
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7.5 Loss of Bugs to Explosions 
Some studies have been conducted to look at the effects of explosion subsequent to pickup. 
An assumption was made that there is a 0.2 probability that if a bug does not detect a target 
while the target is within the detection radius, then it will explode. This means that as the 
target detection sensor is less accurate in detection, then there is likely to be a larger loss of 
bugs. This was indeed found as shown by the results in the Table I below. The Table 
represents averaged results over a total of 80 runs for each scenario. No explosions 
occured when the detection sensor was perfect. 
Probability No. of BUGS 
of Sensor 10 20 30 40 50 
1.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.9 0.16 0.21 0.25 0.21 0.23 
0.8 0.38 0.46 0.38 0.48 0.58 
0.7 0.80 0.94 0.90 0.84 0.81 
0.6 1.31 1.35 1.58 1.56 1.46 
0.5 1.81 1.98 2.19 2.05 2.14 
0.4 2.56 3.33 3.18 3.25 3.48 
0.3 4.08 5.28 4.90 5.78 5.70 
Table 1: Average Number of Dead BUGS (80 Runs Data) for the Random Search 
withPUCA 
The rows represent the average number of 80 runs of simulation program for 10, 20, 30, 
40, 50 BUGS. This table shows that if the sensor probability of detect is greater than 0.6, 
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Figure 1- 9. Clearance rate for BUGS with a perfect sensor. 
Figure 1- 10. Example of 10 BUGS path for sensor detection probability p = 0.5. 
7. 6 Search Theozy and the PUCA Operation 
The BUGS vehicles with PUCA operation is examined. These results can be compared 
to well known results established by search theory [3]. As stated by Washburn, the rate of 
detection of UXO using random search is given by the following : 
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where q(t) is the expected value of the number of UXO detected, U is the vehicle speed, r 
is the sensor's radius of detection, p is the sensor probability of detection when UXO is 
within the detection radius, N is the number of BUGS, A is the area to be searched, and 
n0 is the initial number of UXO. Statistical independence and uniform probability 
distribution of UXO are assumed. This leads to the following equation for the expected 
number of UXO cleared as function of time: 
where a = U(2r)pN I A and is called the characteristic clearance rate. 
The theoretical clearance rate for the random search with various sensor probability p = 
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 was plotted for comparison in Figure 1- 11, Figure 
1- 12, Figure 1- 13, Figure 1- 14, Figure 1- 15 for the corresponding number of BUGS 10, 
20, 30, 40, 50 respectively. The results of the random search operation with PUCA and 
obstacle avoidance is plotted in from Figure I- 16 to Figure I- 20 with sensor 
probability p = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 for number of BUGS 10, 20, 30, 
40, 50 respectively. An average of 80 runs for each case with single disposal point at the 
center was taken in these figures. This result shows that the imperfect sensor does not 
affect the clearance rate so severely as does the loss of time from obstacle avoidance and the 
carry away. Both features tend to reduce the effective speed of operation. and an efficiency 
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Figure I- 11. Search effectiveness for theoretical random search with sensor probability p = 0.3, 0.4, 
0.5 .. 6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 for 10 BUGS. The Bugs Speed was .2m/sec, Swath Width = 2m., 
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Figure I- 12. Search effectiveness for theoretical random search with sensor probability p = 0.3, 0.4, 
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Figure 1- 13. Search effectiveness for theoretical random search with sensor probability p = 0.3, OA, 
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 for 30 BUGS. Conditions as in Figure I- 11 
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Figure 1- 14. Search effectiveness for theoretical random search with sensor probability p = 0.3, 0.4, 
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Figure I- 15. Search effectiveness for theoretical random search with sensor probability p = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 
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Figure I- 16. Search effectiveness for random search with PUCA and obstacle avoidance with sensor 
probability p = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 for 10 BUGS. Conditions as in Figure 
I- 11 except that the field has 72 natural obstacles uniformly distributed as well as the other 
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Figure I- 17. Random search with PUCA and obstacle avoidance with sensor probability p = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 
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Figure 18. Random search with PUCA and obstacle avoidance with sensor probability p = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 
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Figure 19 Random search with PUCA and obstacle avoidance with sensor probability p = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 
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Figure 20. Random search with PUCA and obstacle avoidance with sensor probability p = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 for 50 BUGS, 72 natural obstacles. 
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7. 7 Execution Time of the Simulation 
The MODEL program was coded in t and run on a Silicon Graphics IRIS Indigo workstation. The 
number of BUGS were 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. The row represents the average run time for 80 runs. The 
program takes approximately 2 second for the 10 BUGS and 13 second for 50 BUGS. 
Table 11-2: Execution Time for the Random Search with PUCA. 
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PART II 
NAVY EOD BUGOFF TEST SITE ANALYSIS 
34 
Introduction: 
The Navy EOD site at Indian Head MD., was equipped with mines, UXOs, obstacles 
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Figure TI-l Navy EOD Test Site for BugoffExperimentation.(NA VEOD Test Report, 
1996) 
The basic layout includes four antitank mines, M1, M2, M3, M4, and several UXO 
targets, T7, Tll (Blind Alley), T2 (behind an angled obstacle), T4 (behind a long 
obstacle), and others in rough ground (gravel, sand, organic debris). Supporting analyses 
have been conducted with the computer model using the same vehicle characteristics as for 
the minefield Scenarios and are given in the Table II-1 below. While later experimentation 
confirmed that the Foster Miller vehicle was capable of 75 em/sec. maximum speed, at the 
time of these analyses, it was only going 50 em I sec. so that was the speed used in the 
evaluations. 
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Computer modeling was performed for each vehicle in scenarios that closely match 
what was actually performed in the field during trials in July and October 1996. A start 
point was established and a disposal place was chosen in the center of teh field, to match 
that of the experiment. What follows are the results of an analysis using 1000 runs with 
statistical analysis of the data for four independent scenarios involving T2, T4, T7 and 
Til. The computer model simulated a task where the vehicle is asked to go from the start 
point to the target, locate the target using local area search, avoid the obstacles, pick up the · 
target, and carry to the disposal place, then return home. This is done for each target. 
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The field experiments were performed with the expectation that the contractor robots 
woul<;l reliably perform selected mission scenarios, although since there were still 
functional issues to resolve, complete pick up with obstacle avoidance and target detection 
execution was not easy to obtain. The model was therefore tuned to reasonably represent 
the apparent and anticipated future characteristics expected from these vehicles. 
In the computer model, the Foster Miller vehicle was assumed (as in the actual field 
experiments) to home to a previously placed beacon. This means that the time for searching 
is zero. Obstacle avoidance was accomplished using their method which is based on vehicle 
motion state changes as in stop, backup, tum, move again, then head back to target. Once 
within one meter of the target it wa.S assumed that the vehicle had acquired its goal - as well 
demonstrated by field experimentation. The Foster Miller navigational method is by 
electronic homing using the LOJAC system. This system is expected to have a bearing 
error of about 10 degrees and provides bearing updates approximately every five to six 
seconds. This translates into navigational errors that in the order of a few meters, 
depending on distance to target (a typical characteristic of line of sight guidance I homing 
algorithms). The navigational errors reduce as the target is approached although the method 
used does produce a large number of stops and realignments. 
The ISR vehicle has a smooth behavior based obstacle avoidance method which has 
been simulated in the model by sensors able to detect range and segment of the bearing to 
the obstacle avoidance, and a smooth weighted arbitration of heading commands to avoid 
as well as to reach the goal is made. Its local area search algorithm is the reflecting 
Archimedes spiral which is described in much more detail later in Part III of this report. 
Generally obstacle avoidance is smooth and spiral searching is efficient although the transit 
speed is slow. Positioning is to 14 em. precision. 
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The Draper vehicle is simulated to have planned a clear way to avoid the known 
obstacle locations so that it's obstacle avoidance time is not applicable, and is essentially 
zero. The local area searching metHod is to use a "tank" turn where, as before, the vehicle 
proceeds in forward I backward motion with small heading changes each times so that it 
covers an area to the left and then to the right of the nominal location of the target. Target 
place precision is assumed to be known to 1 meter only. While slow in local area search 
because of the forward I backward motion with small turn angles, the vehicle is assumed to 
have a top speed of 1 meter per second which is relatively fast in transit and return. 
Results 
Using the field scenario as stated and the vehicle characteristics as described above, Model 
runs were made for a large number of cases. Firstly, a study of obstacle avoidance around 
long objects - such as a log - were performed. Model runs were made for different pick up 
cases such as T2, and T7 and for the second series of real experiments, runs were made to 
roughly match the live data gathered on video tape. The Table ll-2 below gives a summary 
of the results. 
For each target (ie. T2, T4, T7, T11, including obstacles that are found in its path), the 
clearance times are broken down into Navigation, Obstacle A voiding, and Searching. The 
Navigation times include the times for Obstacle Avoiding although, for comparison, the 
0/A times are also given. The total time is the sum of navigation times for each portion of 
the scenario (Home to target I Target to Disposal/ Disposal to Home), plus the search time. 
The success rate indicates the percentage of the 1000 runs for each case in which the targets 
are found within the allotted maximum time-out. 
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Table II-2. EOD Test Site Scenario, Times in seconds. 
Foster Miller ISR -Drnoer 
seconds Mean Std Mean Std Mean 
Home to Navi2ation 98.64 16.55 107.04 5.88 33.37 
Target Obstacle A void 9.52 4.60 9.24 1.71 N/A 
T Target to Navi2ation 100.23 72.34 27.81 1.40 12.65 
2 Disposal Obstacle A void 19.95 18.53 1.93 0.78 N/A 
Disposal Navi~tion 53.15 11.35 50.25 8.11 20.28 
to home Obstacle A void 3.63 3.23 1.59 2.28 N/A 
Search Time 42.27 34.18 175.06 
Success(%) 98.50 87.00 
Total Total Time 252.02 227.37 241.36 
Home to Navigation 122.28 43.21 66.93 5.68 20.87 
Target Obstacle A void 19.36 11.23 4.41 1.72 N/A 
T Target to Navigation 7.18 1.26 7.43 1.07 2.42 
4 Disoosal Obstacle A void 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.16 N/A 
Disposal Navigation 51.97 10.77 69.92 23.86 20.09 
to home Obstacle A void 3.60 3.03 7.53 6.49 N/A 
Search Time 49.86 40.57 155.60 
Success(%) 96.20 98.80 
Total Total Time 181.43 194.14 198.98 
Home to Navigation 51.61 13.76 39.74 5.79 12.66 
Target Obstacle A void 5.11 . 3.40 1.89 0.96 NIA 
T Target to Navigation 142.05 108.73 26.70 2.50 8.62 
7 Disposal Obstacle A void 30.78 27.34 2.49 0.66 N/A 
Disposal Navigation 52.07 10.41 51.02 7.62 17.82 
to home Obstacle A void 3.65 3.03 1.65 1.09 N/A 
Search Time 48.84 41.75 147.51 
Success(%) 95.90 91.50 
Total Total Time 245.73 166.30 186.61 
Home to Navigation 88.39 90.78 54.86 175.17 8.70 
Target Obstacle Avoid 15.68 21.99 7.27 36.99 NIA 
T Target to Navigation 111.65 75.48 111.17 31.79 19.56 
11 Disposal Obstacle A void 23.52 19.80 21.25 9.28 NIA 
Disposal Navigation 50.57 10.46 60.23 12.66 17.54 
to home Obstacle Avoid 3.37 2.93 . 2.66 1.47 NIA 
Search Time 52.43 55.54 131.33 
Success(%) 96.40 65.30 
Total Total Time 250.61 278.69 177.13 
* T2: Target 2, T4: Target 4, T7: Target 7, Til: Target II 






























Since not all proposed vehicles had obstacle avoidance algorithms that would 
sucessfully negotiate the field, the model used one that best represented the vehicles 
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characteristic but which was modified so that simulation runs would in fact work. (Recall 
that 1000 runs have to automated in order to gather meaningful statisitcal results for any 
given scenario). We will describe, 6y 'way of examples, how a BUG follow the boundary 
of obstacles. Imagine a path following BUG that moves to a given goal until it detects an 
obstacle (that is, the Figure II-2). It then changes its heading to left until it leaves the 
obstacles, and moves 1.0 m in that direction. At which point, it immediately changes its 
heading to the right If it detects an obstacle, then heading is changed to the left until it 
leaves the obstacles, otherwise it moves 1.0 m in that direction. Repeating this process, the 
BUG will follow the obstacle boundary in a clockwise direction until it moves into the 
neighborhood of the goal. This process is illustrated in Figure II-2. 
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Figure II-2: Example of boundary following on an obstacle. 
The obstacle avoidance algorithm used successfully can be simply and precisely defined as 
follows: 
Bug vehicle travels to a goal until an obstacle is encountered. 
Then: 
If BUG detects obstacles, turn left until it leaves the obstacles and take a step. 
If BUG traveled 1.0 m and turned left, turn right. 
If BUG traveled 1.0 m and not left turned, change its heading to the goal. 
Start searching operation or dropping a carried target when BUG is within a 
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neighborhood of the goal. 
Figure II-2, Figure II-3, and Figure II-4 illustrates the operation of this algorithm. The 
obstacle is blind alley, in which a target (circle) is located. These figures show that the 
BUG vehicle enter the blind alley by performing obstacle avoidance maneuvers. In Figure 
II-2, BUG vehicle is placed on the right side of alley. In Figure II-3 and Figure II-4 the 
BUG vehicle is placed on the middle and left side of alley respectively. 
. . . . . . 
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Figure II-3: Bug vehicle is placed on the middle of alley. 
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Figure TI-4:·Bug placed on the left side of alley. 
Figure II-5, Figurell-6, Figure TI-7, and Figure II-8, llustrates how BUG vehicle perform 
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Figure ll-8: 
Computer Model Results 
The simulation program is tested with the EOD test site scenario (Figure 11-9). In this 
scenario, the BUG vehicles are assumed to be equipped with GPS units so that, in 
differential mode, the vehicles will know their location in the search area within about 2 
em. In this case, the presurvey is accomplished by gathering GPS fixes within 1 m error 
of all the target UXO found in the search area. 
In this test, we assume that vehicle velocity is 0.2 m I sec. The target detection sensor for 
this analysis is assumed to be of the "cookie Cutter" type, with probability of detection of 
1.0. The detection radius is assumed to be 10 em, meaning that any target is encountereded 
within this radius is considered acquired. 
In this test, we assume the location of obstacles is not known. Obstacle detection radius 
is assumed to be 0.5 m if the vehicle is with in the search area. Otherwise it is assumed to 
be 1.0 m. Figure ll-9 shows how a vehicle operates the PUCA operation for the target T2, 
T4, 17, and TIL The PUCA operation is following. First vehicle obtains a GPS fix on a 
target, and it navigates to the fix using its GPS unit. With error on both the GPS and target 
position, this only capable of placing the vehicle in the vicinity of the UXO. It then 
performs a "random search" of the surrounding area. If the vehicle find it, then pick it up 
and carry to the disposal place which is defined as the point (30.0, 30.0). And next target is 
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assigned to the vehicle until all the target is cleared. The test is done for the target T2, T4, 
T7, and Tll respectively. For each target, 1000 simulation runs were made. 
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Figure II-9: Example of PUCA Operation in the EOD Test Site 
Table ll-3 shows that average time of 1000 simulation runs for the target T2, T4, T7, and 
Tll respectively. The second column represents the direct time from disposal place to 
target. The third column represents the average navigation time from disposal place to target 
and the fourth column represents the average obstacle avoidance time during navigation 
from disposal place to target. The fifth column represents the average search time within the 
search area. The sixth and seventh column represents the average navigation time from 
target to disposal place and the average obstacle avoidance time during back to disposal 
place. In this Table 11-3, The average random search time is 1.5 minutes for any shape of 
obstacles. 
Estimated Reach within Search Area Search Return to Disposal 
Target Time 
To Target 
Total Time Ob.Avoid Time Total Time Ob.Avoid 
T2 150 278.8 109.8 87.2 219.7 49.6 
T4 110 122.9 14.6 98.5 150.7 26.0 
T7 85 86.6 16.2 92.2 102.7 13.6 
T11 49 151.8 102.7 90.1 47.1 13.8 
Table 11-3: Goal Points with Obstacle Avoidance and Target position Error(l m)- No 
Highways and No Path Planning 
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Figure II-10 shows the distribution of the simulation runs for the random search for the 
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Figure II-10: Number of the simulation runs for the random search for the target Til in the 
EOD Test Site 
The cumulative distribution of the simulation runs for the random search for the target Til 
in the EOD Test Site is in Figure II-11. This Figure II-11 shows that the probability to 
detect a target in .I minute within a search area is approximately 55 and approximately 78 
of the target is detected within 2 minutes. And approximately 90 of the target is detected 
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Figure 11-11: Cumulative ditribution of the simulation runs for the random search for the 
target Tll in the EOD Test Site 
Discussion of Results 
The T2 target is a UXO placed behind a corner and is out of sight of an approaching 
bug. It is the furthest target in the field away from the start point. Difficulties with this 
target are that the straight line path intersects with several obstacles which must be avoided. 
Therefore, it would be expected that the Draper vehicle which followed a planned path, had 
no obstacles to avoid so that it could concentrate on transit at high speed, and the fmallocal 
area search. The Draper vehicle has very long search times which tend to balance out the 
gains made by the path planning approach. ISR, on the other hand, generally are better at 
the local area search, but because of slow speed, take longer in the transit mode. The Foster 
Miller vehicle is more mobile than ISR, but has poorer obstacle avoidance and local area 
search than ISR. 
Other targets are noteworthy. T11 is a blind alley. For the Draper vehicle the simulation 
has assumed that the highway is planned to go straight to the nominal target location. Thus 
no obstacle avoidance time is shown. Also, while ISR has a mean time of 7.27 seconds in 
obstacle avoiding on its way to the target, it has a mean time of 21.25 seconds in getting 
out of the alley to go the disposal place. 
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Comparisons With Bug Off Data 
For the experimental evaluations, the actual test site had slightly different locations for 
the start point and pile point, and some target locations were slightly different from the field 
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Figure II -12 
An analysis of video taped results indicated that the sequence of runs from T7 to Disposal 
to T12 to Disposal to T4 to Disposal to T2 to Disposal to Home was 'successfully' 
completed by Foster Miller and ISR although ISR was the only vehicle to complete two 
sequences that could be analysed for timing data. Even then, operator assist made it very 
difficult to get an evaluation of times that would be statistically meaningful. The Draper 
vehicle was unable to complete the task. Although a lot of interpretation had to be made 
because it is not clear from the video whether or not the vehicle is in obstacle avoidance or 
in transit, and sometimes the vehicles had to be 'helped' by the operators, nevertheless, the 
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average of 2 runs for ISR were found and compared to the results from the model. The 
results are shown below in tabulated form. 
his is the results of the simulations in the Test site. 
Target Positions 
T2: 3.8100 8.1440 
T4: 5.7912 14.6304 
T7: 3.9624 19.3548 










Results of Simulations (Sec) and Comparison with Video Taped and Interpreted Data 
Leg T7 ---> D --> T12 ---> D ---> T4 -~--> D ---> T2 ----> D ---> H Total 
ISR Transit 41.5 30 31 26 54 56 37 36 311.5 
ISRO/A 3 1 1 3 6 4 2 0 100.51 
ISR Search 0 31 0 21.63 0 47.88 0 0 
FMTransit 15 17 18 18 11 35 22 19 155 
FMO/A 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 0 5 
FM Search 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VideoTaped 
Data ISR 40 35 36 60 45 36 83 60 
In comparison to the experimental results obtained in the bug-off (November 1996), it 
can be said that the performance of the real hardware was not uniformly repeatable to make 
direct comparisons with the modeling possible. Some features of the comparison - such as 
transit time from start to target could be made and were faithfully reproduced. However, In 
obstacle avoidance, for instance, only one - or two at best - instances of the behavior could 
be obtained, and the simulation results indicate how the statistical nature of the solutions 
give a wide variability of specific values for 0/ A times, search times etc. Also, the 
gathering of 0/ A times depended significantly upon the analyser of the video taped results. 
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The net conclusion of the analysis was that the model represented the available results 







A small robotic gathering system (BUGS) is under development at Naval Explosive 
Ordnance Technical Division with a view to evaluate the use of these small taskable robotic 
machines in performing range remediation, battlefield, minefield, and administrative 
clearance operations. The increased use of Improved Conventional Munitions (ICMs), 
including antipersonnel mines that can be delivered by artillery rounds or by airdrops from 
canisters, leave the Services' EOD squads with the time consuming and dangerous task of 
clearing areas after hostilities cease. Small cheap robots are expected to aid in these 
operations by removing the human from the immediate area allowing EOD technicians to 
make decisions from a remote site as to which item remove. Strategies for the combined 
usage of single high cost assets with many low cost BUGS to increase effectiveness, 
safety, and speed are sought. Through simulations, we have developed performance data 
for the use of BUGS in PUCA clearance operations with random search operation. 
In this section of the report the use of small robots for performing the Blow in Place 
(BIP) operation in three mingfield Scenarios is studied using directed search methodology. 
The assumption is that the minefield location is partially known (within 10 meters) from 
prior intelligence, and that the pattern is known, but that precise location of mines will only 
be established after two mines have been found by robots equipped with positioning 
systems of sub meter precision (DGPS). 
Once the field location has been found, it is then assumed that the remaining mines to 
be cleared are then know to within 1 meter precision. At this point, transit clearways can be 
established, high speed transit, followed by slow speed local area search, may be 
employed, and shaped charges would be placed on each target mine by the robots, one by 
one, where the subsequent target mine is taken from an ordered list. 
The mean clearance times, including search time as separated from navigation times are 
then compared. First the effects of target detection radius is illustrated, then the expected 
results for each candidate vehicle concept, with its own navigational I obstacle avoidance I 
and local area search methodology, are illustrated. 
The Minefield Scenarios 
The minefield Scenarios are based on the. description given in Figure III 1. It is 
assumed that the minefield is laid in a series of parallel barrier lines between 20-40 meters 
apart roughly parallel to the beach. The spacing between mines in any given row will be 
between 4-5 meters. Example minefields have been generated in the computer model 
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assumed that the minefield is laid in a series of parallel barrier lines between 20-40 meters 
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Scenario 1: Clear a 5 m. wide path through the field. 






Scenario 3: Clear a 50 m. wide path through the length of the field. 
Solution Approach 
Phase I performs a random I spiral search in an area bounded by 10 m square to locate 
at least 2 mines in a row. Having found the first two mines to a high precision, it is now 
assumed that the location of the remaining mines can be inferred to a precision of 1 meter. 
A directed search and charge placement on all remaining mines is then performed as Phase · 
II 
Simulation Results 
The computer model program was modified for these Scenarios. In these Scenarios, the 
BUG vehicles are assumed to be equipped with DGPS units so that, in differential mode, 
the vehicles will know their location in the search area within about 14 em. 
We assume that vehicle velocity is 0.2 m I sec if the vehicle is within the local search 
area. Otherwise, it is assumed to be 1.0, 0.4, or 0.5 ml sec .depending on the vehicle 
simulated (see the vehicle characteristics table). The target detection sensor for this analysis 
is assumed to be of the "Cookie Cutter" type, with probability of detection of 1.0. The 
detection radius was initially assumed to be 25 em, meaning that any target encountered 
within this radius of the vehicle is considered to be acquired. Later studies examined the 
more realistic radius of detect to be 10 em. Some comparisons of the effect of this 
difference in detection sensor are given in this section of the report. 
Figure ITI-2 shows how the vehicle performs the operation for the known targets using 
the highway concept which takes advantage of prior knowledge of the terrain and any 
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obstacles present allowing a clear path to be planned - establishing way points and directing 
the vehicle at high speed along the clear path to reach as close as possible to the desired 
target. The BIP operation is as follows. First, the vehicle obtains a GPS fix on a target and 
navigates to the fix using DGPS position information. With errors on both the DGPS and 
target positions, the vehicle can only be guided to the mine's vicinity. At this point, a 
"random search" is performed around the area. If the mine is found, a shaped charge is 
placed upon it and the vehicle returns to the start point to pick up another charge. Once the 
charge is picked up, the next target is assigned to the vehicle for charge placement until all 
mines's have been found for the given Scenario. Simulations for three Scenarios are 
performed, Scenario I (Clear a 5 m wide path through the field), Scenario 2 (clear a 50 m 
by 50 m area), and Scenario 3 (clear a 50 m wide path through the minefield) respectively. 
For each Scenario, 100 simulation runs were made to obtain meaningful statistical 
information. 
Figures Ill-1 and lll-2 show the BUGS navigation path to clear a 5 m wide path 
through the minefield for Scenario 1. Since a 1 m localization error was present, the 
number of mines cleared from run to run differs as shown. 
Figures ITI-3 and ITI-4 show the BUGS navigation path for Scenarios 2 and 3 
respectively given the same minefield pattern used for Scenario 1. 
Table III- 1 shows the average time of 100 simulation runs for the three Scenarios. The 
second column represents the total time for each Scenario. The third column represents the 
average search time within the search area and the fourth column represents the average 
navigation time between home and target acquisition using one highway path. For the three 
Scenarios, the average random search time per target is 49 sec. 
Scenario Total time Search Time Navigation Average No. 
Tnne of Targets 
Total A veragelfarg 
et 
1 7.47 3.09 0.81 4.38 3.8 
2 39.09 17.86 0.82 21.23 21.9 
3 70.55 25.84 0.79 44.71 32.9 
Table ill- 1: Goal points with no·obstacles and target localization error of 1 m -With one 
Highway and Path Planning (Minutes) 
Simulation Results For Minefield Localization (Phase n 
The first set of results assumed knowledge of the position of each mine to be cleared -
at least to within a 1 meter error. What follows are the results for a Scenario that requires 
the vehicle to find two adjacent mines and from this, determine the orientation of the 
minefield given a pre-surveyed pattern. After the first target is found, the target position is 
corrected by the current position, and the second target fix is adjusted by the first target 
position. If the second target is assigned the right of the first mine, then the adjusted second 
target position is the first target x coordinate+ 4.5 and the y coordinate of first target. If 
the second target is assigned the left of the first mine, then the adjusted second target 
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position is the first target x coordinate - 4.5 and the y coordinate of first target and a 
random search is performed within the 2 m search area. 
In Figure III-6, the dash-dot line box represents the search area for the first target and 
the dotted line box represents the search area for the second target. The stars represent the 
target fixes for the first and second search targets respectively. After the second target is 
found, the remaining target fixes are adjusted within 1 m error by the pre-surveyed pattern 
of targets. At this time the next target is assigned to the vehicle until all targets are found for 
the given Scenario. For all three Scenarios, 1000 simulation runs were performed. 
Figure III-5 shows the BUGS navigation path to clear 5 m wide path through 
minefield in Scenario 1. First, the vehicle performs a random search within 20 m x 20 m 
rectangle search area to find the first target. Subsequently, the vehicle performs a random 
search within 2 m x 2 m rectangle search area to find the second target. And then, Phase II 
of the clearance can be started. 
Figure III-7 shows the BUGS navigation path to clear a 50 m x 50 m area through the 
minefield (Scenario 2) and Figure III-8 shows the BUGS navigation path to clear a 50 m 
wide path through the minefield for Scenario 3. 
Table III- 2 shows that average time of 1000 simulation runs for Scenaiios 1, 2, and 3. 
Phase 1 represents the total time for finding the first two targets to decide the preferred 
pattern position and direction given each Scenatio: Phase 2 represents the total time to clear 
the given path for each Scenalio. For each Scenario it takes approximately 18 minutes to 
perform Phase 1, and the total time column represents the average elapsed navigation and 
search time between return to home and target acquisition using a single highway path. The 
search time column represents the average search time within the search area and with this 
information, the average random search time per target is about 80 sec using minefield 
pattern 1. · 
Scenario Phase 1 Phase 2 Total Average 
No. of 
Total Search Total Search Total Search Targets 
Cleared 
1 18.81 18.04 11.53 3.34 30.34 21.83 6.23 
2 18.14 17.37 37.92 16.27 56.06 33.65 22.34 
3 18.02 17.25 118.36 34.58 136.38 51.83 45.50 
Table ill- 2. Goal Points with No Obstacles and Target position Error of 1 m- With one 
Highway and Path Planning (Minutes), (Average 1000 Runs). 
Comparison Between Directed Search and Purely Random Search 
The time savings using a directed search is very clearly demonstrated by the results in 
Table III- 3. Clearance times are in hours in Scenario 2 and while the detection radius of the 
sensor remains at 25 em., a 27 hour duration is required searching randomly at 0.2 m/sec 
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while the comparative result using high speed down the pre-planned clearways shows the 
time is reduced to 0.93 hours. 
Scenario 2 Total Time· Velocity mlsec 
Random with 1.0 m detection range 4.97 0.2 
Random with 0.25 m detection range 27.78 0.2 
Highway with 0.25 m detection range 0.93 0.2 for Search, 1.0 On Highway 
Table III- 3. Comparison of Highway and Path Planning with Random Search for the 
Scenario 2 (Hours) 
Spiral Search 
Previously, a random search algorithm was simulated for mine localization. The 
following section describes a more deterministic approach using a spiral search as 
employed by the ISR Pebbles vehicles. Figure III-9 describes the spiral of Archimedes and 
is defined as a curve generated by a point moving. uniformly along a polar radius rotating 
uniformly around its pole. After one revolution, the distance of moving vehicle V from the 
starting searching position 0 is equal to r 0 . We divide the angle 2n and the segment r 0 
into n equal parts. Starting at the original 0, we successively mark off segments of 
lengths r0 I ri, 2r0 In, ... on the corresponding polar radii. The end positions of the 
segments are positions ofa spiral search. 
The equation of spiral of Archimedes in polar coordinates is 
r 
r = _Q_e = ae 
2n 
(1) 
where r 0 and hence a = r 0 I 2 n, is a given constant. 
If a vehicle moves d m I sec , then we can approximate the distance d between position 
P1 and P2 by the average of the inner arc length and outer arc length in Figure 10. 
d = rlB2 - Bl) + r2(e2 - Bl) 
2 
= aBJ - aBJ 
2 
= r2e2 - riel 
2 




and from equation (1 ), 
(4) 
Search A vera~ e Time Median Standard 
Total Search Deviation 
Random 8.81 18.04 13.48 16.14 
Spiral 16.23 14.89 13.56 11.17 
Table III- 4. Comparison Random Search with Spiral Search for the Phase 1 (Minutes), 
(Average 1000 Runs). 
Search Phase 2 Total Time No. of Cleared 
Targets 
Total Search Total Search 
Random 11.53 3.34 30.34 21.83 6.23 
Spiral 12.12 1:43 28.35 16.32 6.79 
Table III- 5. Comparison Random Search with Spiral Search for the Scenario 1 with Goal 
Points, No Obstacles and Target position En·or of 1 m - With one Highway and Path 
Planning (Minutes), (Average 1000 Runs). 
Search Phase 2 Total Time No. of Cleared 
Targets 
Total Search Total Search 
Random 37.92 16.27 56.06 33.65 22.34 
Spiral 27.97 6.03 43.26 19.96 22.48 
Table III- 6. Comparison Random Search with Spiral Search for the Scenario 2 with Goal 
Points, No Obstacle and Target position Error of I m - With one Highway and Path 
Planning (Minutes), (Average 1000 Runs). 
Search Phase 2 Total Time No. of Cleared 
Targets 
Total Search Total Search 
Random 118.36 34.58 136.38 51.83 45.50 
Spiral 96.77 13.07 112.55 27.50 45.56 
Table III- 7. Comparison Random Search with Spiral Search for the Scenario 3 with Goal 
Points, No Obstacles and Target position En·or (1 m) - With one Highway and Path 
Planning (Minutes), (Average 1000 Runs). 
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Figure III-5. Localization of First Two Mines 
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Figure III-6. BUGS Clearance Path for Scenario 1 after Mine Localization. 
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Figure III-7. BUGS Clearance Path for Scenario 2. 
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Figure III-8. BUGS Clearance Path for Scenario 3. 
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Figure III-9. The Spiral of Archimedes. 
Figure III-10. Arc Length for Spiral of Archimedes. 
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Figure III-11. Example of BUGS Clearance Path for the Scenario 1 with Spiral Search 
(Vehicle Speed is 1.0 ml sec on Highway, otherwise 0.2 ml sec). 
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Figure 111-12. Example of BUGS Clearance Path for the Phase 1 with Spiral Search. 
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Figure III-13. Example of BUGS Clearance Path for the Scenario 2 with Spiral Search 
(Vehicle Speed is 1.0 m I sec· on Highway, otherwise 0.2 m I sec). 
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Figure III-14. Example of BUGS Clearance Path for the Scenario 3 with Spiral Search 
(Vehicle Speed is 1.0 ml sec on Highway, otherwise 0.2 ml sec). 
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Figure III-16. Probability and Cumulative Distribution using Spiral Search for Phase I. 
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Evaluation of Vehicle Concepts Through Expected Vehicle Performance 
In the minefield Scenarios, vehicles from each of three companies, Foster Miller Inc.,. 
IS Robotics, Inc. and the Draper Laboratories, were simulated using the numerical 
quantities and characteristics given in the table below. 
The performances are given in terms of search times and total times for clearance in 
directed search for each Scenario. While specific vehicles may not have performed to the 
level given by the model, it is expected that the performances given would be realistic given 
that the vehicle characteristic could be met by the actual hardware. 
Vehicle Characteristics as Simulated 
Foster Miller ISR Draper 
Nav. Speed ml sec 0.5 0.4 1.0 
Search Speed 0.2 0.2 0.2 
m/sec 
Target Detection 1.0 (Beacon) 0.1 0.1 
Radius m 
Navigation Error ± 10.00 0.14 m 0.14 m 
Search Technique Homing Beacon Spiral Tank 
0/A Sensor(s) Bumper (Current IR + Bumper, etc. Sonar+ Bumper 
Monitor) 
01 A Technique · State B~ed Behavior Based Behavior Based 
Table ill- 8. Vehicle Characteristics as Simulated. 
Tables III-9-10 below summarize the results of 1000 runs for each minefield Scenario 
(1-3) and are given in terms of mean times for search and total clearance using the directed 
searching methodology. Two phases of the operation are defined. Phase I is the initial 
phase where the vehicles perform search for the first two mines assuming that the minefield 
is only know a precision of 10 meters. At that point, having located two, now coordinated 
to the precision of the navigation system of the BUG, It is assumed that the remaining 
mines are known to within 1 meter. Phase II is the final clearance of the mines known to 1 
meter precision using the ability of path planning algorithms and clearway paths traversed 
at the maximum speed of the vehicle. Local area searching is required once the BUG is 
within the general area of the mine being searched ( 1 meter) if the mine targeted is not 
found. 
The results appear to map to expected relative performances. The search times depend 
primarily on the radius of detect, the search speed, and the search technique (random, spiral 
(ISR), tank(Draper)), with the spiral technique being the most efficient generally, the tank 
being slightly worse than random - because of the deliberate overlapping of search paths. 
Phase II total times (not unexpectedly) are largely dependent on the highest speed 
assigned to the vehicle and the detection radius and probability (assumed 100% in this case) 
of the sensor. 
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In the tables below it is assumed that the Foster Miller vehicle search times were equal 
to that for the Draper Laboratories Vehicle. This will not be strictly accurate since the Foster 
Miller concept assumes the presence of a beacon that has been placed by EOD- Marines 
personnel so that search time would have been essentially is zero. However, to make a 
meaningful comparison, this set of results has been obtained assuming that the Foster 
Miller vehicle was equipped with a DGPS suite but used the random search method during 
Phase I, and also a random search method in the local area to finalize the location of mines 
prior to charge placement. The Draper vehicle was also assumed to use the random search 
method for local area searching so that search times for the Foster Miller and the Draper 
concepts are essentially equal. In a more detailed analysis it could be said that Draper will 
be less effective in local area search because of the inability of the vehicle to 11;1ake turns. 
This means that Draper has to make "tank" turns where the vehicle goes forward and 
backwards alternatively changing direction each time slightly to cover the local area. This 
method is not efficient. 
The total time estimate is found by prorating the Draper vehicle navigation time according to 
the speed ratio between the Draper and the Foster Miller vehicle. 
Foster Miller ISR Draper 
Phase I Search (min) 18.04 14.89 18.04* 
Phase I Total (min) 19.58 18.19 18.81 
Phase II Search ( min) 3.34 1.43 3.34 
Phase II Total (min) 19.74 28.16 11.53 
Total (min) 39.32 46.35 30.34 
Table III- 9. Required Times for Minefield Scenario 1 including Phase I (Minefield 
Localization) and Phase II (Minefield Clearance). 
Foster Miller ISR Draper 
Phase I Search (min) 18.04 14.89 18.04* 
Phase I Total (min) 19.58 18.19 18.81 
Phase II Search ( min) 16.27 6.03 16.27 
Phase II Total (min) 59.57 60.16 37.92 
Total (min) 79.15 78.35 56.06 
Table III- 10. Required Times for Minefield Scenario 2 including Phase I (Minefield 
Localization) and Phase II (Minefield Clearance). 
Foster Miller ISR Draper 
Phase I Search (min) 18.04 14.89 18.04* 
Phase I Total (min) 19.58 18.19 18.81 
Phase II Search (min) 34.58 13.07 34.58 
Phase II Total (min) 202.14 222.52 118.36 
Total (min) 221.72 240.71 137.17 
Table III- 11. Required Times for Minefield Scenario 3 including Phase I (Minefield 
Localization) and Phase II (Minefield Clearance). 
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* Should be increased since they use the tank turn which slower than general random 
search. 
Discussion and Conclusions 
A study of the results presented in the tables allows one to draw the following 
conclusions. 
1. The minefield clearance operation is composed of two phases, one for the more 
precise location of the field using the positioning systems aboard the vehicles, the second, 
to place the charges on the mines. 
2. The clearance operation can be shortened significantly using the target localization 
information which then permits the use of clearway lane building and the higher transit 
speed. 
3. The performance of the system will be determined by speed in transit, the efficiency 
of the local area search algorithm I technique, the detection range and probability of success 
of the detection sensors, and obstacle avoidance methodology used. 
4. Neither the Foster Miller Vehicle, nor the Draper vehicle performs well in Phase I. 
The ISR vehicle is superior because of the use of the spiral search rather than the random 
search method. 
5. In Phase II, Shorter navigation in transit times are obtained with the Draper Vehicle 
because of its 1 meter per second transit speed. 
• 
6. For the larger area Scenarios (2 and 3), it is clear that the high transit speed of the 
Draper concept together with highway building is superior - almost by a factor of two to 
one. However, for smaller areas with less relative transit time involved, the ISR concept is 
superior because of its superior local area search capability. 
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PART IV 
MRLS SITE CLEARANCE SCENARIO 
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Introduction 
In this EOD scenario, it is assumed that four MRLS placements have received an air 
drop of ICMs. The field has an elliptical shape distribution of UXOs that are required to be 
removed. The distributions are shown in Figure IV -1 
Figure IV-1 Distribution of UXO for the MRLS Site Analysis 
The field scenario represents a total of 254 targets distributed over an area of 150m 
by 150 m. In the computer modeling, the field is cleared through a total area directed 
search method for both ISR and Draper vehicles in which it is assumed that the targets have 
been localized to within a 1 meter precision and the vehicles are equipped with differential 
GPS I CONAC system to allow them to navigate to the high degree of precision (14 em.) 
required to bring their small area detection sensors to bear. There are no obstacles to be 
concerned about in this simulation with the exception of the four MRLS units themselves. 
It is assumed that clear way is established to the disposal site which was taken to be located 
in the middle of the field. Since the targets are known in location, the clearance begins with 
the target closest to the disposal point and then the subsequent targets are taken.from an 
ordered list. This is a single vehicle clearance scenario. Each vehicle must pe1form a transit 
to the nominal area, a local area search, pick up its target, and carry away to the disposal 
place at which point, a new target is selected. Since the only obstacles to be avoided are the 
launcher immediate areas, and the target locations are taken to be known to within local area 
precision. · 
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The Foster Miller concept is different from others since it assumes that an EOD 
technician has placed a homing beacon on each UXO. The simulation of that vehicle 
concept proceeds with a homing navigational segment taking targets from.an 'ordered list'. 
Obstacle avoidance has to be employed when moving around the launchers. 
· The results are given in the Table below compming the means and standard. 
deviations of 1000 runs for every case. 
Table IV-I Mean and Deviates for Clearance Times for The MRLS Site 
Times in Hours I Seconds as given 
Foster Miller ISR Draper 
Navi~ation (hr) 6.32 7.53 3.02 
Disposal to Std (0.023) (0.0165) (0.0036) 
Target Obs Avoid (sec) 53.52 29.76 -
Std {19.83) (6.60) -
Navi~ation (hr) 6.18 7.68 3.08 
Target to Std · (0.0061) (0.016) (0.0017) 
Disposal Obs Avoid (sec) 34.02 50.98 -
Std (6.836) (4.74) -
Navhmtion (hr) 0.0476 0.0563 0.022 
Disposal to Std (0.002) 0.0 0.0 
Home Obs Avoid (sec) 6.13 . 5.59 -
Std (2.178) (1.19) -
Navigation (hr) 12.55 15.26 6.12 
Totals Search (hr) - 3.41 12.21 
Total (hr) 12.55 18.67 18.33 
Comment on the Navy Bug: The Navy Bug is expected to perform with similar times to 
the ISR vehicle with the exception that its Obstacle A voidance Scheme does not have the 
advantage ·of the Spiral method. This means that 0/ A times will be somewhat longer for 
particular cases. · 
Simulated Results 
The simulation programs are tested in the MRLS test site(Figure IV -I). The search 
area is defined as a 150m x 150m (22500 nz2 ) area, with a target (UXO) density of 
0.0113 (254 targets per 22500 m2 ). This value was used as representative of a typical 
ordinance range UXO density, from discussion with NAVEODTECHDIV. In Figure IV-1, 
the dotted ellipse line represents the impact zone. From inne1most ellipse to outside, impact 
zone area is defined as 50 m x 20m, 150m x 60 m, 300m x 150m, and remainder with a 












































Figure IV -1. The MRLS Test Site ·with 254 targets. The dotted ellipse line represents the 
impact zone. From innermost ellipse to outside, impact zone area is defined as 50 m x 20 m 
, 150m x 60 m, 300 m x 150 m, and remainder ellipses with a target density p = 0.05 I 
m2 , 0.025 I m 2 , 0.01 I m 2 , 0.0025 I m2 respectively. S represents the home and Din the 
center of field represents the disposal place. 
The Simulation of the Foster Miller Vehicle 
We assume that the targets have been marked for recovery and disposal, by 
presurvey using manned squads, who would simply identify suspected UXO and mark it 
with some sort of acoustic orradio frequency(RF) pinger. Thus, by either mechanism, the 
higher density areas have been identified, and the UXO's have been marked with some sort 
of acoustic or RF pinger that the search vehicles can identify. 
In this test, we assume that vehicle velocity is 0.5 m I sec during navigation and 
0.25 m I sec within the 1 m radius search area. The detection radius is assumed to be 20 
em, meaning that any target is encountered within this radius is considered acquired. We 
assume the location of obstacles is not known. Obstacle detection radius is assumed to be 
0.6 m. 
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Figure IV-2~ Example of PUCA Operation for the FM vehicle in the MRLS Test Site. 
Vehicle velocity is 0.5 ml sec dming navigation and 0.25 ml sec within the search area. 
Figure IV-2 shows how a FM vehicle operate the PUCA operation on the MRLS 
mine field. The PUCA operation is following. First, vehicle obtains a nearest target signal 
from start position(home), and it navigates to the selected target with velocity is 0.5 
ml sec. If it is within the 1 m radius search area, then vehicle speed is reduced to 0.25 
m I sec and navigate to the target. If the vehicle lies within the 20 em radius of the target, 
that UXO is assumed to be acquired by that vehicle. Following that action, the vehicle is 
assumed to change it's heading to the disposal place which is located in the middle of the 
test field. The vehicle then navigates to the drop-off area, avoiding both obstacles and other 
not yet acquired targets while enroute to the disposal area. When the vehicle enters the 
drop-off area, it drops off it's UXO, turns around, and navigates to a nearest target to 
continue searching. After all UXO are cleared, vehicle moves to home and parks it. 
Simulation of the ISR Vehicle 
In this Scenario, the BUGS vehicles are assumed to be equipped with GPS units so 
that, in differential mode, the vehicles will know their location in the search area within 
about one meter. In this case, the presurvey is accomplished by gathering GPS fixes of all 
the UXO found in the search area. 
In this test, we assume that vehicle velocity is 0.4 mJ sec during navigation and 
0.2 ml sec within the 1m radius search area. The detection radius is assumed to be 20 em, 
meaning that any target is encountered within this radius is considered acquired. We 
assume the locatiop. of obstacles is not known. Obstacle detection radius is assumed to be 
1.0 m. 74 
Figure IV-3. Example of PUCA Operation for the ISR vehicle in the MRLS Test Site. 
Vehicle velocity is 0.4 ml sec during navigation and 0.2 m/ sec within the search area. 
Figure IV -3 shows how a ISR vehicle operate the PUCA operation on the MRLS 
mine field. The PUCA operation is following. First, the vehicle obtains a nearest target fix 
from start position(home), and it navigates to the UXO fix using GPS unit and compass 
with velocity is 0.4 m/ sec. With error on both the GPS and compass, this only capable of 
placing the vehicle within the vicinity of the UXO fix. If it is within the 1 m radius defined 
se~ch area for the chosen UXO fix~ then vehicle speed is reduced to 0.2 m/ sec and 
navigate to the vicinity of the target fix. It then performs a "spiral" search of the 
surrounding area. 
If the vehicle lies within the 10 em radius of the target, that UXO is assumed to be 
acquired by that vehicle. Following that action, the vehicle is assumed to change it's 
heading to the disposal place which is located in the middle of the test field. The vehicle 
then navigates to the drop-off area, avoiding both obstacles and other not yet acquired 
targets while enroute to the disposal area. When the vehicle enters the drop-off area, it 
drops off its UXO, turns around, and navigates to a nearest target to continue searching. If 
none are left, it returns to home base. Otherwise it navigates to the nearest target fix using 
its GPS ~nit and the compass. 
In this test, we assume the location of obstacles is not known. Obstacle detection 
radius is assumed to be 0.5 m if the vehicle is with in the search area. Otherwise it is 
assumed to be 1.0 m 
Discussion 
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Foster Miller vehicles eliminate the local area search problem by using human 
operators to place beacons. This may speed the robot's target acquisition time, but uses the 
time of an BOD technician and puts the technician in harm's way. Draper reduces the 
obstacle avoidance problem by highway planning around known targets I obstacles, 
although it has to avoid unknown obstacles when encountered and uses an inefficient local 
area search methodology. ISR perfonns both obstacle avoidance and local area search well 
and has the capability of employing the path planning I map building methodology. The 
data in the Table IV-1 illustrate the superiority of the ISR vehicle even though it suffers 
from a lack of speed as compared to the Draper and Foster Miller vehicles. To some extent, 
it can compensate by good perfonnance in the search/ 01 A times. The site is cleared in 13 
hours by FM , while using the EOD technician, whereas Draper and ISR do it in about 18-
19 hours. · 
The ISR vehicle could be more effective by increasing its speed to 1 meter I second. 
Using multiple vehicles would, of course, reduce these times significantly (refer 
back to the Volume I of this report), and the issues of fleet management and 







This report has presented a large effort in simulation and modeling for operations 
using either single, or a fleet of autonomous robots in both UXO clearance and minefield 
clearance scenarios. The basic problem is complicated by the nonlinear nature of the 
problem geometry when targets are randomly distributed within a field containing obstacles 
of various shapes and sizes. When more than a single robot is used, other robots constitute 
additional obstacles to be avoided. Additional complexity is introduced depending on the 
use of a navigation suite which is characterized by random errors of magnitude depending 
on the system used. Other complexities include the limited range and unknown probability 
of detection I false alarm rate, with the use of magnetic or other target detection sensors. 
. In general, two classes of simulation tool are necessary: a high resolution detailed 
model of vehicles I sensor I obstacle systems which lends detailed understanding of robot 
behavior and performance in a local sense; also, a low resolution model that captures the 
essence of the robot behavior but which uses larger step size with lower run time, such that 
a large number of Monte Carlo simulations can be run to gather operational performance 
statistics. · 
During the course of this work, both classes of simulation have been developed, 
while the low resolution, rapid solution "model" has been found most useful. Four kinds 
of scenario are discussed covering random searching with multiple robots in UXO pick up 
and carry away (PUCA) operations, simulations of the robot behavior around multiple 
obstacles of non-linear geometric shape, the use of single robots in directed search of a 
typical minefield where a two phase operation has been suggested, and a UXOclearance of 
an elliptical distribution of targets having approximately known location with robots having 
a directed search capability with imperfect navigation suite. 
General Conclusions 
General conclusions can be drawn as follows: 
I. Use of multiple vehicles will reduce the clearance time up to a certain limit 
where the large number of vehicles effectively increases the number of obstacle avoidance 
maneuvers required. 
2. Random search theory explains the general character of the operational 
performance but does not account for the effects of obstacles and other factors such as the 
effect of the number and location of placements for drop off points. 
3. Increasing the top speed of the robots has a direct influence on the clearance 
time, so that robot designers must consider that speeds greater than 0.5 meters I sec. will be 
necessary to meet practical clearance rates. 
4. A generic operational state machine is composed of 'transit', 'local area 
search', 'pickup', 'go to pile and drop', while 'obstacle avoid' can be considered to be 
either a separate sequence of state transitions, or a continuous modification of the heading 
control using a behavior based controller depending on the vehicle capabilities. 
5. Using a directed search method- even with poor navigational accuracy- is 
faster than using a random search technique since the search area is effectively reduced to 




This report has presented a large effort in simulation and modeling for operations 
using either single, or a fleet of autonomous robots in both UXO clearance and minefield 
clearance scenarios. The basic problem is complicated by the nonlinear nature of the 
problem geometry when targets are randomly distributed within a field containing obstacles 
of various shapes and sizes. When more than a single robot is used, other robots constitute 
additional obstacles to be avoided. Additional complexity is introduced depending on the 
use of a navigation suite which is characterized by random errors of magnitude depending 
on the system used. Other complexities include the limited range and unknown probability 
of detection I false alarm rate, with the use of magnetic or other target detection sensors. 
In general, two classes of simulation tool are necessary: a high resolution detailed 
model of vehicles I sensor I obstacle systems which lends detailed understanding of robot 
behavior and performance in a local sense; also, a low resolution model that captures the 
essence of the robot behavior but which uses larger step size with lower run time, such that 
a large number of Monte Carlo simulations can be run to gather operational performance 
statistics. · 
During the course of this work, both classes of simulation have been developed, 
while the low resolution, rapid solution "model" has been found most useful. Four kinds 
of scenario are discussed covering random searching with multiple robots in UXO pick up 
and carry away (PUCA) operations, simulations of the robot behavior around multiple 
obstacles of non-linear geometric shape, the use of single robots in directed search of a 
typical minefield where a two phase operation has been suggested, and a UXO clearance of 
an elliptical distribution of targets having approximately known location with robots having 
a directed search capability with imperfect navigation suit<t. 
General Conclusions 
General conclusions can be drawn as follows: 
1. Use of multiple vehicles will reduce the clearance time up to a certain limit 
where the large number of vehicles effectively increases the number of obstacle avoidance 
maneuvers required. 
2. Random search theory explains the general character of the operational 
performance but does not account for the effects of obstacles and other factors such as the 
effect of the number and location of placements for drop off points. 
3. Increasing the top speed of the robots has a direct influence on the clearance 
time, so that robot designers must consider that speeds greater than 0.5 meters I sec. will be 
necessary to meet practical clearance rates. 
4. A generic operational state machine is composed of 'transit', 'local area 
search', 'pickup', 'go to pile and drop', while 'obstacle avoid' can be considered to be 
either a separate sequence of state transitions, or a continuous modification of the heading 
control using a behavior based controller depending on the vehicle capabilities. 
5. Using a directed search method- even with poor navigational accuracy- is 
faster than using a random search technique since the search area is effectively reduced to 
the local area around d the nomintll target location. This is clearly demonstrated in the 
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minefield scenarios. In these instances, the use of a spiral search technique is superior to a 
random search for the local area 
6. In evaluating the perfotmance of vehicles of differing capabilities, the model 
results have been found to be very useful. Techniques using high transit speed in defined 
clear ways with slow speed searching on uncertain routes, (Draper vehicles) have been 
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